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Abstract

A self-referential sentence, when negated or joined with another sen-
tence, should refer to the new sentence (itself) rather than the original
one. Thus, the liar and the truth-teller are negations of each other. This
paper uses a classical logic based on the above approach to examine the
liar, Curry’s paradox, and related topics.

1 Introduction

This paper describes a way of solving the liar paradox, Curry’s paradox, and
other problems that arise from self-referential sentences. It follows the principle
that similar paradoxes should have similar solutions[1].

Section 2 sketches the approach. Section 3 examines the liar and the truth-
teller as motivating examples. Section 4 attempts to justify the main idea by
looking at the details of how sentence labeling works. The following sections
examine a variety of paradoxes and results that the approach may apply to,
then Section 15 summarizes the paper.

2 The Approach

We will use classical logic, with three important details:

1) A self-referential sentence, when negated or joined with another sentence,
should refer to the new sentence (itself) rather than the original one.

2) When given a proposition p to negate,

i) Attempt to assign p as true or false.

ii) Find p’s negation, a separate proposition, ¬p, and determine whether
¬p is true or false.

iii) Ensure that exactly one of p and ¬p is true, by the laws of excluded
middle and noncontradiction.

3) If a proposition is true, add it to a collection of axioms and theorems that
can be used to prove new results. If a proposition is not true, discard it.
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We will examine Detail 1 in Section 4. For Detail 2, the idea that p and
¬p should be separate sentences is not new[2]. Detail 3 is in the tradition
of the mechanization of mathematics, as in Hilbert’s program and Principia
Mathematica[3]. Section 6 will contest Gödel’s proof that dealt a blow to those
approaches[4].

3 Motivating Examples

We begin by examining the liar,

This sentence is false,

and the truth-teller,

This sentence is true.

It is difficult to assign either true or false to the liar. On the other hand, it
seems possible to assign either true or false to the truth-teller, and our problem
is that we do not know which one to pick[5].

Using the approach described in Section 2, we have the following proof:

1) The liar and the truth-teller are negations of each other (Detail 1).

2) It is not possible to assign true to the liar, but it is possible to assign
true to the truth-teller (Detail 2).

3) We determine that the truth-teller is true and discard the liar (Detail
3).

4) We can thus resolve the liar paradox.

In the following sections, we will refer to the above argument as (*).

4 Sentence Labeling

Whether Detail 1 makes sense depends on the specifics of how we assign
names to sentences. This section considers three approaches to sentence names:
a) as equalities; b) as labels, and self-referential variables bind to the original
sentence; c) as labels, and self-referential variables bind to “this sentence.”

We will use p: p → q, where q is an arbitrary proposition, as an example.
We will talk more about this example in Section 8. For now, note that it is true
when p and q are both true. Otherwise, the left-hand side and right-hand side
disagree, and it will be a contradiction.

Suppose that we want to replace the right-hand side with ¬p ∨ q, which has
the same truth table in this paper’s logic.

With a), we have
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p = p → q.

Then, the equality still holds if we do

p = ¬p ∨ q,

as in a mathematical equation. The proposition remains self-referential, as
in Detail 1.

For b), we have

p: p → q.

When we change the right-hand side, we will have a new sentence. A new
sentence needs a new label, and we will use r. We write

r: ¬p ∨ q.

The right-hand side refers to the original sentence rather than the new one.
That is how people seem to use negation when talking about the liar[6].

Such an approach has the drawback that r is not self-referential and thus
has a different truth table than the original p. For example, if p and q are both
false, r is true rather than contradictory. Due to the lack of self-reference, the
left-hand side absorbs the truth value of the right-hand side.

For c), we have

p: p → q,

as in b). This time, we will write

r: ¬r ∨ q,

where r has the same truth table as p does in the original sentence and a).
The right-hand side refers to the new sentence rather than the old one, but

the original p and c)’s r have the same structure. Both say,

(This sentence) → q.

Sentences such as a)’s p = ¬p ∨ q and c)’s r: ¬r ∨ q are thus equivalent.
Two other sentences that say the same thing with different labels are

s: 5 > 0

and

t: 5 > 0.
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This paper argues that the approach taken in c) is similar to s and t, and
that a) and c) work better than b). That supports Detail 1.

5 The Liar and the Truth Teller, Continued

We now return to the liar and the truth-teller. Given a truth predicate Tr,
consider the following sentences:

(1): Tr(1)

(2): Tr(1)

(3): ¬Tr(1)
(4): ¬Tr(4)
(5): Tr(4)

(6): ¬Tr(4).

(1) is the truth-teller, and (4) is the liar. A sentence such as

(7): Tr(7)

is equivalent to (1) and is thus also an instance of the truth-teller.
We might wonder whether any of the sentences (1)–(6) are equivalent to

each other, and what the negations of (1)–(6) are.
Using Detail 1 and following the approach for a) and c) in Section 4, (2) and

(6) reduce to (1) and thus to the truth-teller. (3) and (5) reduce to (4) and thus
to the liar.

(1) and (4) are negations of each other. Anything that reduces to (1) has
(4) as its negation, and anything that reduces to (4) has (1) as its negation.

6 Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorems

6.1 Background and a Conflicting Proof

Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem says that a sufficiently powerful formal
system contains statements that the system cannot either prove or disprove. To
create such an undecidable statement, Gödel used a sentence that asserts its
own unprovability[7].

We can consider six sentences analogous to (1)–(6) from Section 5, using Pr
as a provability predicate instead of Tr for truth:

(8): Pr(8)

(9): Pr(8)

(10): ¬Pr(8)
(11): ¬Pr(11)
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(12): Pr(11)

(13): ¬Pr(11).

(11) is Gödel’s undecidable sentence. Some authors say that it is true but
unprovable[8], while others question whether it should be assigned true[9] or say
that it is inconsistent[10].

As with (1)–(6), it is possible to ask what the negations of (8)–(13) are, and
whether any of (8)–(13) are equivalent to each other.

Again following the truth-teller and the liar, (9) and (13) reduce to (8), and
(10) and (12) reduce to (11).

As in (1)–(6), (8) and (11) are negations of each other. A proof analogous to
(*) renders Gödel’s undecidable sentence decidable, which undermines Gödel’s
first incompleteness theorem.

Gödel’s second incompleteness theorem says that a consistent and sufficiently
powerful formal system cannot prove its own consistency[11]. The proof for
Gödel’s second incompleteness theorem depends on Gödel’s first incomplete-
ness theorem, so (*) is also an argument against Gödel’s second incompleteness
theorem.

6.2 Additional Notes

Separately from (*) and unlike the truth-teller, (8) is already considered a
theorem[12]. The proof is similar to Curry’s paradox, which we will discuss in
Section 8.

The tools that Gödel used to create self-reference encode the symbols that
appear on the right-hand side of a logical expression. A Gödel numbering, or
another encoding based only on the right-hand side, cannot directly represent
both (11) and (13) for the same sentence.

Whether we consider (8)–(13) as more or less fundamental than sentences
created by a Gödel numbering may influence how we negate the relevant sen-
tences and say whether any of them are equivalent to each other.

7 Tarski’s Undefinability Theorem

Tarski’s undefinability theorem says that a language cannot define certain
aspects of itself: for truth, that can only be done in a metalanguage.

The proofs of Tarski’s undefinability theorem and Gödel’s first incomplete-
ness theorem are similar. First, diagonalize to create a liar-like sentence. Then,
show that the liar-like sentence and its negation both lack a given property. Fi-
nally, conclude that there are certain fundamental limits on formal systems[13].

Both Gödel’s incompleteness theorems and Tarski’s undefinability theorem
have the same issue: by (*), the negation of the given liar-like sentence should be
a truth-teller-like sentence that must be a theorem. In each case, the problematic
sentence is resolved and the proof no longer works.
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8 Curry’s Paradox

Curry’s paradox describes the following proof of any proposition q, regardless
of whether q is true or false, in a small number of steps[14]:

1) p: p → q (define a sentence)

2) p → p (identity)

3) p → p → q (substitute 1 into 2)

4) p → q (contraction of 3)

5) p (substitute 1 into 4)

6) q (modus ponens on 4 and 5).

Aside from substituting variables, the main assumptions in the above proof
are i) p → p, ii) contraction, and iii) modus ponens. There is a survey of
approaches that oppose ii) and iii) in [15]. This paper questions i).

With the standard approach to negation, 2) p → p is a tautology. Using
Detail 1, p should be self-referential, and thus 2) p → p reduces to 2): 2) →
2). Informally, p: p → q is “If this sentence is true, then q.” Then p is “This
sentence is true,” and p → p is “If this sentence is true, then this sentence is
true.”

When trying to assign a truth value to 2) in 2): 2) → 2), true works: both
sides are true. If we assign 2) to be false, then the left-hand side is false and
the right-hand side is true: a contradiction. Thus, 2) asserts something that is
not necessarily true.

By similar reasoning, step 4) reduces to asserting the truth of p: p → q. The
only non-contradictory assignment of p: p → q is when both p and q are true.
In the other three cases, the left-hand side and the right-hand side disagree,
causing a contradiction. Thus, something has gone wrong by 4).

An argument that can prove any statement resembles the principle of explosion[16].
In the case of Curry’s paradox, 2) is a false assumption, from which anything
follows.

For a different perspective on when p → p fails, see [17].

9 Validity Curry

A variant of Curry’s paradox is called validity Curry or v-Curry[18]. An
example version is “The argument from this sentence to absurdity is valid.”
Its negation, “The argument from this sentence to absurdity is not valid,” is
analogous to the truth-teller. An argument that resembles (*) resolves the
validity Curry paradox.

10 The Knower Paradox

The knower paradox,
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(14): (14) is not known,

is another paradox with similar structure to the liar but a different predicate.
It is thought to raise questions that are related to knowledge in addition to self-
reference[19]. (*) works here, too.

11 The Barber Paradox

(*) also seems to apply to the barber paradox[20]. The analogy gets stretched
when the barber must get a haircut in either the original sentence or its negation,
but, given that assumption, the argument may work.

12 Russell’s Paradox

Russell’s paradox is related to the barber paradox, but the former’s resolu-
tion depends on issues related to set theory[21]. There may be technical reasons
that “the set of all sets that contain themselves” cannot exist, in which case (*)
would not work.

13 Grelling’s (Heterological) Paradox

The heterological paradox, like Russell’s paradox, is connected to the barber
paradox[22]. As in Russell’s paradox, there are specifics that may prevent (*)
from working.

Sometimes natural language behaves differently from classical logic. Exam-
ples include double-negation elimination in sentences such as “I’m not unhappy,”[23]
and vacuously-true implications[24].

Also, it may not be necessary that exactly one of “autological” and “hetero-
logical” describes itself.

Thus, it does not seem that (*) works in this case.

14 Systems of Sentences

A group of sentences that refer to each other can resemble the liar; for
example,

The next sentence is true.

The previous sentence is false.

As in the liar, there does not seem to be a consistent way to assign truth
values these two sentences[25].
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Yablo’s paradox considers an infinite system of sentences that refer to each
other[26]. As in the finite case, it seems impossible to assign truth values to the
sentences in Yablo’s paradox.

For both finite and infinite systems of sentences that refer to each other, it
is not clear how to apply Details 1 and 2. Can we negate an individual sentence
to get the negation of the system, or do we need to consider all of the sentences
at once when finding a negation?

It is possible that Detail 1 is a special case of a more general algorithm for
negating systems of sentences that refer to each other. One possible way forward
is to analyze the sentences as a labeled, directed graph[27, 28, 29, 30] and try
to define some notion of a complement[31]. To solve finite sentence cycles and
systems like Yablo’s paradox, such an approach may be needed.

15 Conclusion

This paper presents a version of classical logic that resolves the truth-teller,
the liar, Curry’s paradox, v-Curry sentences, the knower paradox, and the bar-
ber paradox. The approach detailed in Section 2 may also extend to other
paradoxes.

A possible benefit to this approach is that it only impacts propositions that
involve self-reference. All other sentences and proofs remain unchanged.

One consequence of using a two-valued logic is that we group truth-teller-
like and true statements together under the truth predicate, and we group false
sentences with liar-like sentences. This is a result of the pigeonhole principle[32],
though we could group sentences together in a different way.

There are several ways to react to an undecidable sentence such as the one
in Gödel’s incompleteness theorems. We might question the law of excluded
middle, since a sentence and its negation both fail to be theorems. Or, we may
view the result as demonstrating fundamental limits on logic. It is also possible
that the undecidable sentence occurred because we negated incorrectly.

Finite and infinite systems of sentences pose a challenge for this paper’s
approach. It is possible that Detail 1 is a special case of a negation algorithm
that can be generalized to any number of sentences that refer to each other.
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